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A Data-Oriented M2M Messaging Mechanism for Industrial IoT Applications

Zhaozong Meng, Member, IEEE, Zhipeng Wu, Senior Member, IEEE, Cahyo Muvianto, and John Gray

Abstract—Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is a key enabling technology for the future Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications. It plays an important role in the connectivity and integration of computerized machines, such as sensors, actuators, controllers, and robots. The requirements in flexibility, efficiency, and cross-platform compatibility of the inter-module communication between the connected machines raise challenges for the M2M messaging mechanism toward ubiquitous data access and events notification. This investigation determines the challenges facing the M2M communication of industrial systems and presents a data-oriented M2M messaging mechanism based on ZeroMQ (ZMQ) for the ubiquitous data access in rich sensing pervasive industrial applications. To prove the feasibility of the proposed solution, the EU funded PickNPack production line with a reference industrial network architecture is presented, and the communication between a microwave sensor device and the Quality Assessment and Sensing (QAS) module controller of the PickNPack line is illustrated as a case study. The evaluation is carried out through qualitative analysis and experimental studies, and the results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed messaging mechanism. Due to the flexibility in dealing with hierarchical system architecture and cross-platform heterogeneity of industrial applications, this messaging mechanism deserves extensive investigations and further evaluations.

Index Terms—IIoT, M2M, collaborative automation, messaging mechanism, ZMQ

I. INTRODUCTION

The future IoT world is envisaged to be surrounded by various unobtrusive sensing and computing devices observing the ambient environment and providing adapted services to satisfy human’s expectations. It is estimated that there will be over 50 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020, and the rapid increase of the devices has started a new paradigm of computing in which all the objects become interactive [1][2]. In this new computing paradigm, machines talk to one another to achieve some tasks automatically and intelligently for different application scenarios, including manufacturing, healthcare, home automation, supply chain, retailing, etc. [3]. M2M communication allows the devices to exchange information with each other in an autonomous way [4]. The overwhelming volume of data is generated and stored by the connected machines for human observation, analysis, and further knowledge discovery [5]. The effective use of the machine generated ‘Big data’ with Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) technique takes advantage of the collected data to optimize the system performance by creating valuable domain knowledge. The new computing paradigm, which features ubiquitous sensing, data interaction, data collection and data analysis is considered to be a promising solution to revolutionize the industrial applications by connecting the machines and allowing collaborative automation between machines and intelligent optimization of industrial processes [6][7]. The new emerging technologies are expected to reshape the future industrial systems, and new concepts are created, such as IIoT, Industry 4.0, smart manufacturing, digital manufacturing, and factory of things [8][9][10].

In the computerized IIoT systems, data transmission and data sharing between machines are critical parameters which affects the performance of the whole system, and investigations in this area are increasingly gaining research interests. The new emerging standards, protocols, and cost reduction of the commercially available sensing and communication modules has promoted the progress of M2M in industry applications [11][12]. However, the complex system structure and heterogeneity in hardware and software platforms have resulted in challenges for ubiquitous access and interoperable sharing of the machine generated data. The Quality-of-Information (QoI) in IoT sensory environment becomes an issue as well [13][14]. Particularly, since the machines perform different functionalities on heterogeneous hardware and software platforms, an underlying standard messaging mechanism based on cross-platform technologies to support the communication between them becomes a major concern to the success of autonomous industrial systems.

This investigation aims to provide a generic and flexible M2M messaging mechanism to deal with the complex structure and heterogeneity problems of IIoT applications. It identifies the characteristics of IIoT applications regarding machine communication and then presents a data-oriented messaging mechanism based on the selected M2M messaging protocol. In order to evaluate the proposed solution, a microwave sensor machine for food quality inspection in a proposed reference industrial network architecture is implemented as a case study. The data acquisition and data sharing functionality of the proposed solution is implemented with the ZMQ messaging protocol. Test and evaluation of this application are conducted, and the results demonstrate the feasibility and performance of the designed M2M messaging mechanism for industrial applications.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Firstly, the enabling techniques are introduced, a review of related studies is presented, and some technical challenges are highlighted accordingly in Section II. Secondly, a ZMQ based data-oriented M2M messaging mechanism is developed with a reference industrial network architecture in Section III. Then, a case study on the flexible data communication of the microwave sensor controller in the PickNPack production line is presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is suggested in Section V.

II. A REVIEW OF M2M COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

There is a significant difference between the M2M and traditional ‘Human-to-Human (H2H)’ Internet in the data transmission pattern. Therefore, it is important to determine the characteristics and potential challenges facing M2M communication systems. This section introduces the key enabling technologies of M2M communication and provides a review of the peer investigations. The state-of-the-art enabling technologies, the recent progress, and peer studies in M2M communication are summarized and presented. And then, some open issues and challenges facing this specific area are highlighted.

A. Enabling Technologies, Progresses, and Related Work

1) Enabling Technologies for M2M Communication

Although a wide range of research fields are related to M2M communication, they share the same underlying supporting technologies. Generally, M2M is leveraged by the rapid progress of technologies in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) domain, including embedded electronics, software platforms, wireless communication standards, network infrastructures, communication protocols and messaging mechanisms. The supporting technologies in an industrial application context are summarized as shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Embedded Electronics

The embedded electronics based on the processing units such as Micro-Controller Units (MCU), Digital Signal Processors (DSP), ARM processors, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), and System-on-Chip (SoC) devices are important enabling techniques for M2M and IoT. They interface the physical world with computerized machines and make them visible and manageable by computer systems. Different from PC, the embedded electronics can be tailored to specific application scenarios to reduce the cost and promote the performance. Thus, handheld, miniaturized, energy-efficient, and low-cost devices appear and are used as an interface between the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure and sensor nodes. In addition, various sensors, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) convert physical variables into computer understandable data [15], which is interfaced to the IT infrastructure for potential use. Then, robots and actuators interact with the physical world according to the computer command in turn.

(2) Software Platforms

Embedded Linux such as Ubuntu, mobile platform such as Android and iOS, WSN operating systems such as TinyOS [16], LiteOS, and RIOS are all essential technologies to the success of M2M applications. The embedded operating systems allow the machines to fulfill their tasks and communicate with the other devices based on standard protocols. These operating systems are normally micro-kernel architectures that provide multi-threading with standard API development in C/C++. Most of them support standard protocols or IoT protocols such as 6LoWPAN, IPv6, RPL, TCP, and UDP [17]. Since the distributed machines perform different tasks individually, the software platforms are the intermediary technology to integrate them with the IT infrastructure.

(3) Network Infrastructures

Fig. 1. Enabling Technologies of M2M Communications for Industrial Applications.
The wireless communication standards such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, 6LowPAN, 3G, 4G, LTE, WiFi, and WiMAX [18], and the wireless infrastructure built with them have also promoted the progress of M2M communication. The strength of the wireless network is that it breaks the limitation of location and devices can be anywhere. To enable the messaging between machines, a connection between machines should be built with an appropriate model, such as Ad Hoc [19], mesh network, infrastructure-based network, etc. The maturity of network technologies and the wide support by various machines have provided flexibilities for the design and development of M2M communication-based systems.

4) Messaging Mechanisms

Traditional H2H Internet and industrial communication between machines are largely direct use of HTTP and TCP/UDP. With these raw communication protocols, information transmission can also be achieved. But it is difficult and time-consuming to deal with the efficiency, failure handling, and reliability. In a post-Moore Law era, the distributed computing becomes the mainstream pattern to handle the pervasive computing devices. Therefore, messaging mechanisms are required to deal with the communication between the distributed nodes.

With respect to the communication level, many optional protocols, middleware, and API libraries are promising for the purpose of M2M messaging. Although they are based on different techniques and toward different application scenarios, the purpose is to gain flexibility in the interactions between connected machines. The main competitive protocols, middleware, and API libraries for M2M communication are summarized as follows:

- Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) - A simple and lightweight messaging protocol designed for resource-limited devices and low-bandwidth, high-latency networks with low-reliability needs.
- Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) - A specialized web transfer protocol for use with constrained nodes and constrained networks in the IoT-based on Representational State Transfer (REST) model, which is suitable for M2M applications such as smart energy and building automation.
- Data Distribution Service (DDS) - A specific M2M middleware that provides scalable, real-time, dependable, high-performance and interoperable data exchange between machines, DDS can be used in certain IoT implementations.
- Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) - A communication protocol for message-oriented middleware based on XML (Extensible Markup Language), which enables the near-real-time exchange of structured yet extensible data between any two or more network entities.
- Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) - An open standard application layer protocol for message-oriented middleware. The defining features of AMQP are message orientation, queuing, routing, reliability and security. Example AMQP based solutions are RabbitMQ and StormMQ.
- ZMQ - A high-performance asynchronous messaging library, aimed at use in distributed or concurrent applications. It provides a message queue without dedicated message broker, which resembles that of Berkeley sockets for Inter-process Communication (IPC).

In addition to the above enabling techniques, the high-level data managing and processing methods such as semantic technique, cloud service, and data analysis technology all contribute to M2M enabled industrial applications. Integration of the data in both hardware and software infrastructure and potential use of the machine generated data are the major concerns in this specific area and the future of IIoT systems.

2) Existing M2M Messaging Techniques

The M2M messaging techniques are invented for M2M communication of different requirements and use scenarios. Some methods are suitable for handling lightweight messaging under varying levels of latency due to bandwidth constraints or unreliable connections, such as MQTT, some are suitable for resource-limited internet devices like WSN nodes in IoT applications, such as CoAP. Some others focus on data format, message orientation, queuing, routing, reliability, and security like AMQP. There are techniques strong in the capability to support service discovery across network domains, such as XMPP, which are well-suited for cloud computing where virtual machines and networks would present obstacles to alternative service discovery and presence-based solutions. In addition, some aim to simplify complex network programming for big data applications including financial trading, air-traffic control, smart grid management, etc. like DDS. There are also techniques providing easy connection, presence, and flexible development of application level functions like ZMQ.

Since each solution has its strengths and particularly suited fields of applications, the selection of the alternative techniques should be based on the requirements of the practical situations of the industrial applications.

3) Related Work

The industrial M2M market is undergoing a fast transformation as enterprises are increasingly realizing the value of connecting geographically dispersed people, devices, sensors and machines to corporative networks. Related work can be classified into two categories: (1) standard and protocol based studies, and (2) application-specific designs and developments.

There are many Standard Development Organizations (SDOs) working towards system framework and business models called Manufacturing Reference Architectures (MRAs), such as European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) M2M, Smart Manufacturing Leadership Coalition (SMLC) open manufacturing platform, oneM2M reference architecture, and Microsoft Discrete Manufacturing Reference Architecture (DiRA). ETSI M2M service architecture is the first step towards a universal M2M platform, which already provided a good maturity level on unified communication capabilities and protocols [20]. SMLC is a US initiative on next-generation manufacturing, the goal of which is seamless manufacturing execution through a cloud-based, open-architecture manufacturing infrastructure and marketplace supporting real-time applications that optimize manufacturing systems [21]. SMLC is building an open smart manufacturing platform for collaborative industrial networked information applications. OneM2M Global Initiative currently works on a
harmonized reference architecture, which integrates previous work such as the aforementioned by ETSI, as well as other standard organizations, such as Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) and BroadBand Forum (BBF) [22]. In addition, Microsoft Discrete Manufacturing Group inaugurated the DiRA, a cloud-based framework that connects smart devices across manufacturing networks, which emphasizes user interfaces, enterprise-class social-computing solutions, smart connected devices, and security-enhanced solutions [23].

Further to SDO based solutions, investigations are carried out in both academia and industry. Lo et al. [24] proposed a cellular-centric M2M service architecture combining ETSI and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) architectures. This proposal used M2M relay nodes as data connector to implement a tunnel-based aggregation scheme which merges data from several machines destined to the same tunnel exit-point. In order to solve the server congestions in random access channels of cellular systems for M2M communication, Lien et al. [25] proposed a cooperative Access Class Barring (ACB) to corporate 3GPP ACB among Base Stations (BS). Mougy, et al. [26] proposed an application and context-aware framework for resource management in dynamic wireless M2M networks. This framework was composed of a software platform and a reasoning engine. The software platform was designed to be context-aware and used multi-level adaptations to support the dynamic collaboration of devices. The problem of uplink scheduling of M2M devices in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) network was studied by Lioumpas and Alexiou [27], coverage and capacity of M2M in specific realm of LTE were studied by Ratasuk, Tan and Ghosh [28], a trade-off design in M2M communication from a power and energy optimal design perspective was investigated by Dhillon et al. [29], large-scale M2M communication and the performance was discussed by [30], and trust and security issues were addressed in the work published by Bartoli et al. [31][32]. To serve dynamic applications across different platforms, Liu et al. [33] proposed a naming, addressing, and profile server (NAPS) as a middleware to bridge different platforms in IoT sensory environments.

In addition to studies on standard and framework, there are also studies focusing on applications-specific developments which utilize the M2M communication for practical implementations. M2M systems in daily operations can be found in several application scenarios, such as remote monitoring, track and trace, facility management, and smart metering [34].

Mougy et al. [26] proposed an application and context-aware framework for resource management in dynamic wireless M2M networks composed of a software platform and a reasoning engine. Niyato et al. [12] proposed an M2M Home Energy Management System (HEMS) with a network architecture to collect status and power consumption data from home appliances. Zhang et al. [35] proposed an M2M network architecture for services in home surroundings, such as mobile healthcare, home automation, security, appliance monitoring, lighting, and entertainment. This investigation focused on the QoS management in home M2M network considering the visual and multimedia requirements and proposed a cross-layer joint admission and rate control design for QoS-aware multimedia sharing. Jung et al. [36] presented an M2M healthcare solution which integrated the smartphone and IPv6 techniques in a WSN for health monitoring and to providing effective healthcare service. Jung and Chun [37] then introduced a global M2M healthcare system to monitor patients’ health condition with non-intrusive low-power embedded wearable sensors over 6LoWPAN. Arce et al. utilized the ZMQ for the data exchange between GPU and CPU to forecast high frequency financial time series using parallel Feed Forward Neural networks (FFN) with Computer Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). ZMQ was used to receive chunks of data input features and publish the output features to minimize the overhead and system call [38]. ZMQ as a communication middleware was used for communication between embedded processor and Linux-based control board to design energy management applications toward optimal energy distribution, redundancy control, and abstraction of the inventors [39]. Shakhimardanov, et al. [40] introduced a pragmatic model, Protocol Stack View (PSV), for the analysis of distributed robotic software to deal with the non-functional aspects such as network scalability and predictability of system behavior.

The investigations on M2M communication will increasingly gain research interests in the envisioned future. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are seldom comprehensive designs and experimental studies applying M2M messaging technologies to deal with the complex relationships of heterogeneous machines and the flexibility and efficiency of data transmission between them in industrial applications. The increasing number of machines being connected to the networks and the requirements to interact with each other becomes a common problem facing the M2M communication in terms of speed, reliability, light-weightness, and cross-platform interoperability.

B. M2M Communication towards Industrial Applications

Compared with H2H Internet communication, M2M is featured with more communication nodes, lower bandwidth, real-time processing, and many nodes are required to be energy efficient [32]. Since data is the most important concern in M2M systems, the unobtrusive collection, reliable transmission, and effective use of machine-generated data are the main tasks to achieve. The M2M systems are highly dependent on the IT infrastructure for data collection, sharing, and decision making. In terms of data communication for industrial applications, the specificities of M2M communication are:

- Heterogeneity in hardware and software platforms
- Frequent notification and peer machine observation
- Collaborative automation between machines
- Real-time event handling and data processing
- Data of various format and size to transmit

Therefore, the communication between the connected machines is expected to be:

- Cross-platform interoperable with basic standards
- Machine discovery and presence capability
- Flexible data interaction and event notification
- Reliable, efficient, and fast in speed
- Failure handling and recovery capability

Since more and more computing devices such as sensor nodes, RFID readers, smartphones, and laptops are integrated
into the IT infrastructure, the heterogeneity in both hardware and software and distribution of these devices are common problems for this particular research area. Therefore, generic and cross-platform solutions for efficient data interaction between machines are expected.

This investigation therefore proposes a data-oriented M2M messaging mechanism for data integration between machines in industrial applications from a software architecture point of view. This messaging mechanism focuses on the machine presence and discovery, M2M messaging model, and its potential use for industrial applications as a cross-platform interoperable tool for data collection, ubiquitous data sharing, and events notification.

III. DATA-ORIENTED M2M MESSAGING MECHANISM

A. A Reference Industrial Network Architecture

In order to investigate the M2M communication and satisfy the requirements identified in Section II, a reference industrial network architecture is proposed following the modular design, which divides the machines into sub-groups of different hierarchies. As shown in Fig. 2., low-level machines in the industrial fields are divided into sensor groups and actuator groups. The middle-level machines are the sensor module controllers, and process module controllers. Then, the high-level are central controller, remote controllers, and data management systems. This reference architecture focuses on the collection, transmission, and usage of data towards ubiquitous data access and intelligent optimization of the industrial processes.

In this reference architecture, the low-level electronics are embedded into the industrial systems for data collection and command execution. The collected data is sent to and stored in the database server, which is used to discover high-level domain knowledge to supervise the industrial processes. The observation of machines, utilization of data, and high-level supervision constitute a closed-loop optimization of the industrial processes.

The machines in the three-layer hierarchy topology are devices, module controllers, and high-level controllers. The devices including sensors and actuators interact with industrial processes. The module controllers manage devices in specific modules, and high-level controllers are responsible for system configuration, remote or central control, and data analysis.

The communications between the sensor nodes and sensor module controller, sensor module controller and central controller, actuator nodes and process controller, and process controller and central controller are all achieved with the ZMQ messaging mechanism. Data is transmitted with message envelope, and heartbeat messages are sent frequently to notify the liveness of connections. Failure of connection is returned to notify the nodes and controllers concerned.

The following sub-sections illustrate the functionality pattern, heartbeats for machine presence and discovery, and messaging model of ZMQ based messaging mechanism, and explains why ZMQ is suitable to implement the proposed reference system architecture.

B. ZMQ Messaging Mechanism

ZMQ is an efficient and light-weight embeddable library or ‘message-oriented middleware’ for messaging between machines, which is capable of intervention when something goes wrong, and is fault-tolerant, low in cost, and much faster than common instant messaging [41]. Especially, it has the following features:

- It handles I/O asynchronous, in background thread;
- Components can come and go dynamically and ZMQ will automatically reconnect;
- It queues messages automatically when needed;
- It has ways of dealing with over-full queues;

Fig. 2. A Reference M2M Network Architecture for Industrial Applications.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATTERNS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lazy pirate</td>
<td>Reliable request-reply from client side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple pirate</td>
<td>Reliable request-reply using load balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid pirate</td>
<td>Reliable request-reply with heartbeating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majordomo</td>
<td>Service-oriented reliable queuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanic</td>
<td>Disk-based/disconnected reliable queuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary star</td>
<td>Primary-backup server failover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelance</td>
<td>Broker-less reliable request-reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazy pirate</td>
<td>Reliable request-reply from client side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Applications talk to each other over arbitrary transports: TCP, multicast, in-process, inter-process;
- It lets route messages using a variety of patterns;
- It lets create proxies to queue, forward, or capture messages with a single call;
- It handles network errors intelligently, by retrying automatically in case where it makes sense;
- It does more with less power consumption;
- Supported more than 40 programming languages and multiple operating systems.

These attributes made ZMQ a promising candidate for machine messaging in IIoT scenarios, where machine discovery and presentation, flexible messaging, efficiency, and failure handling and recovery are the major concerns.

1) ZMQ Patterns

ZMQ is an embeddable networking library but acts like a concurrency framework. It provides sockets that carry atomic messages across various transports like in-process, inter-process, TCP, and multicast. The different patterns of ZMQ are listed in Table I.

For an industrial application which features machine collaboration, the Paranoid Pirate Pattern (PPP) is a promising candidate for request-reply with heartbeating. The diagram of this pattern is given in Fig. 3. In this pattern, the sensor nodes are the workers, the module controllers are the queues, and central controllers are the clients in the figure. The data transmission between them is in a reliable request-reply way with heartbeating. Each node including workers, queue, and clients notifies their presence with heartbeats. The queue forwards messages between workers and clients. Therefore, the workers can talk to the clients through the queue to update data, and the clients can also talk to the workers for observation or command execution.

2) Heartbeating

Heartbeating solves the problem of knowing whether a peer is alive or dead. This is not an issue specific to ZMQ. TCP has a long timeout (15 minutes by default), which means it can be imposed to know whether a peer has died or has been disconnected. The timing of communication between machines is a critical issue for some application scenarios. There are three ways of heartbeating: shrugging it off, one-way heartbeats, and ping-pong heartbeats and the adopted pattern employs the second. The heartbeat messages flow asynchronously in both directions, and either peer can decide the other is ‘dead’ and stop talking to it.

As shown in Fig. 4., the connected nodes send heartbeating messages to the peers continuously with specific intervals. The peers receive the heartbeating messages to confirm whether a node is alive or not. With this method, any abnormality of a node can be determined by the peers in the network. Following is how the heartbeats are handled to the queue:

- Calculate when to send the next heartbeat, which is a single variable because worker talks to queue only.
- In the zmq_poll loop, whenever defined time interval passes, a heartbeat is sent to the queue.

The code snippet in List 1. is the essential heartbeating function for the workers in the PPP pattern.

The heartbeat time is controlled by the timestamp of the system returned by function zclock_time(). With the above method, the heartbeat can be sent regularly but reduces the too many or too few, which may result in network congestion or disconnection. If workers die one by one, the client will

```
uint64_t heartbeat_at = zclock_time() + HEARTBEAT_INTERVAL;
while (true) {
    int rc = zmq_poll(items, 1, HEARTBEAT_INTERVAL* ZMQ_POLL_MSEC);
    if (rc > heartbeat_at) {
        heartbeat_at = zclock_time() + HEARTBEAT_INTERVAL;
        // Send heartbeat message to queue
    }
}
```

Fig. 3. Functional Diagram of ZMQ PPP Pattern.
eventually give up after attempting several attempts to connect. If the queue is stopped and restarted, both the client and workers will reconnect and carry on. No matter what is done to the queue and workers, the client will never get an out-of-order reply.

The heartbeating allows the machines to present themselves and discover the peer machines. The heartbeating, failure handling and recovery are essential to the maintenance of network connected systems.

C. ZMQ based Messaging Model

ZMQ is a very complicated messaging queuing mechanism for secure and fast data transmission between machines especially the thread communication, data queuing, and concurrency. But the fundamental and design of ZMQ is not the focus. This investigation employs this advanced technology to deal with the data transmission of the distributed machines. The PPP pattern includes workers, queue, and clients to perform the robust and reliable queuing for data transmission. In this subsection, the principle of the ZMQ message queuing is introduced with a PPP worker. The flowchart diagram of the worker is given in Fig. 5.

As shown in the diagram, the worker monitors the state of the queue and sends out heartbeats according to the time variables liveness and heartbeat_at. The queue works normally if liveness is greater than 0. Otherwise, disconnect, destroy context, create a new context, and connect again. It also monitors the time, and the heartbeat will be sent when the interval between heartbeat_at and present time is greater than the heartbeat interval. With this method, both the worker and queue can observe the state of each other, and disconnect and rebuild when the connection collapses. Industrial application tasks can be done in the ‘Do task’ step in Fig. 5 to gather data, process data, and send data to the data management nodes, or to execute received commands with actuators.

According to the above description, this ZMQ based messaging can be easily customized to fit the proposed reference industrial system architecture to deal with the communication between devices, module controllers, and high-level controllers.

IV. CASE STUDY

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the presented solution, a quality inspection microwave sensor of food manufacturing production line in the PickNPack project is implemented as a case study. The EU PickNPack project aims to integrate the state-of-the-art sensors and robots with emerging ICT technologies to build a flexible automatic food manufacturing production line. There are seven modules in PickNPack line: thermoformer, pickrobot, Quality Assessment and Sensing (QAS), printing, laser sealing & cutting, packrobot and clawnering. The devices are connected to the network for machine collaboration and data integration towards high-level automation.

The microwave sensor is an integral part of the PickNPack production line for online food quality inspection. It scans food materials under test with a 32-channel transmitter-receiver antennas array, which can perform line scanning when food products move through it. The sensor nodes communicate with the QAS module controller which manages 5 sensors in total (Microwave, RGB, 3D, hyper-spectral, and X-ray) for multifaceted evaluation of food quality, and sends the measured features of food products to it. The module controller then talks to the line controller for quality rating and automatic label printing, etc. In this section, the communication between microwave sensor, QAS module controller, and central controller are implemented with ZMQ following the proposed reference architecture.

A. Design and Implementation

For the implementation of the system, the microwave sensor controller for data acquisition and signal processing, the module controller to integrate different sensors, and the central controller for remote monitoring, control, and data analysis are integrated. In practical M2M systems such as an industrial production line, sensor controller can be some light-weight embedded electronics and sensor nodes, and central controller can be replaced with smartphones, tablets, and mini-PCs. With the ZMQ PPP pattern, the sensor controller, module controller, and central controller are the worker, queue, and client respectively. The connectivity and messaging between them are as shown in Fig. 6.

In this system, microwave sensor controller application is developed with Matlab 2013a. Module controller application and central controller applications are developed with Visual

---

**Fig. 5.** The Flowchart of ZMQ PPP Worker.

**Fig. 6.** The Connectivity and Messaging of the QAS System.
C# .NET 2010. Since the instrument control toolbox of Matlab 2013a supports the development of NI DAQ module inside the microwave sensor controller box, it is a convenient way to implement and evaluate the mathematical methods with Matlab. Therefore, in this proof of concept development stage, Matlab 2013a is selected to develop applications for data acquisition, processing, and ZMQ data transmission on sensor controller. The IP address and the COM ports of PPP Queue need to be assigned for the communication workers and clients. As shown in Fig. 6, port 5556 and 5555 are assigned to bind workers and clients.

Since the structure of the result data generated by microwave sensor is not complicated, raw string format is used for data transmission. For complicated data structures, cross-platform interoperable tools, such as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and XML can be used for data presentation.

B. Test and Evaluation

With the designed architecture and ZMQ messaging mechanism, the microwave sensor, QAS module controller, and central controller are successfully implemented. Three identical DELL desktop PCs with Intel Core™i7-3770 CPU @3.4GHz, 16.0G RAM, and 64bit Windows 7 Enterprise operating system are used to build up the system. One PC works as the sensor controller running Matlab application, and the other two work as the queue and client running Visual C# .NET applications. The PCs communicate with a WiFi network.

During the implementation of the system the following objectives were achieved:

1) The sensor controller, QAS module controller, and central controller can talk to each other flexibly for event notification and data sharing;

2) Central controller can access sensor data streaming in real-time at microwave sensor’s working speed of 100 frames/second;

3) The sensor controller, QAS module controller, and central controller can observe the states of the others and be observed with heartbeats;

4) The worker, queue, and client work with different application platforms and the data transmissions between them are stable and reliable.

The microwave sensor device in operation is shown in Fig. 7. The microwave sensor inspects the quality of food according to the gain attenuation and phase shift when microwave penetrates the food objects. The sharing of the microwave sensor data between the microwave sensor controller, QAS module controller, and central controller is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8., (a) gives the sensor controller results in Matlab GUI, (b) gives the QAS module controller displaying the data from sensor controller in Visual C# .NET application, and (c) presents the central controller displaying the data accessed from

---

Fig. 7. The Microwave Sensor in Operation

Fig. 8. Data Sharing between Microwave Sensor, QAS Module Controller, and Central Controller.
sensor controller through QAS module controller for observation purpose. The QAS module controller and central controller can connect to the sensor module devices and access the raw data or measurement results for online real-time decision making or for further use. Database server can also behave as a client to access data from devices through their module controller. Therefore, the ubiquitous data access between multiple machines is made possible.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the designed system, it is tested with the following methods:

1. With fixed number of workers and clients, the increase of data transmission time with the size of data is tested.
2. With fixed size of data, the increase of data transmission time with the number of workers is tested.

The data used for testing is the microwave gain attenuation and phase shift of the 32 channels in the microwave sensor, which is converted into string from Matlab arrays of double precision. The size of one sample is 1128 Bytes. The test results are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.

Fig. 9 shows that the data transmission time per frame increases with the size of the data to be transmitted. The transmission time and the size of data are largely in linear relationship. When the size of data is at 1.128 KB, the transmission can reach a speed of 500 frames/second. However, when the size is 11.28KB, the speed is about 80 frames per second. This speed of interest for many industrial applications.

Fig. 10 shows the data transmission time per frame increases with the number of workers, which is largely in polynomial function trend. When there are 5 workers, the data transmission speed for 1.128KB is over 25 frames/second. However, when there are 20 workers, the frame-rate is only 4, which becomes quite slow. One apparent reason is that, the 20 nodes are running on one PC and the runtime environments of the nodes consume too much computation resource of the PC. Performance can be improved if each node is running on an individual PC. Another reason lies in the time delay of data processing algorithm and string processing of microwave sensor controller with Matlab platform.

The implementation of the microwave sensor in PickNPack QAS module proves the feasibility of ZMQ based messaging mechanism for flexible presence, messaging, and ubiquitous data access between the machines for industrial applications.

C. Application of the Proposed Messaging Mechanism

This ZMQ based M2M messaging mechanism is specially designed for industrial applications, where machines feature complex relationship and heterogeneity in hardware and software platforms.

The implementation of the messaging mechanism involves the following steps: (1) To design of the machine hierarchy and system architecture according to the requirements; (2) To define the roles of the machines and their functionalities, connections, messaging events, and data models; (3) To implement of the ZMQ libraries to build the connectivity; and (4) Implementation the application-specific functionalities. The efficient machine discovery, present, and messaging, and the broadly support by mainstream software platforms make functionality and data the major concerns and the development relatively convenient.

V. CONCLUSION

The machines for future industrial systems will feature higher quality connectivity, smarter, and more interactive. The ubiquitous data access and efficient data integration between these distributed machines becomes a common problem for both academia and industry. This investigation highlights the major concerns in building a distributed system in a systematic manner, provides a data-oriented M2M communication mechanism with a reference industrial system architecture, and gives a proof-of-concept implementation and experimental evaluation.

In the system architecture proposed according to the specificity of M2M communication, the focus is the messaging mechanism between the machines for event and command notification and data sharing. In the case study, command notification and data sharing in continuous streaming are implemented. With real time data acquisition, the implemented microwave sensor module has achieved the cross-platform interoperability, fast data sharing, and machine state monitoring, which serves as a foundation for proposed reference industrial system architecture.

From the work presented in this investigation, we can draw the following conclusions.

1. The proposed ZMQ based data-oriented messaging mechanism is a promising tool to deal with machine connectivity, machine presence and discovery, and messaging to allow the ubiquitous data access and data interaction for rich sensing IoT application scenarios, especially hierarchical and modularized IIoT systems.

2. The ZMQ based data-oriented messaging and the reference architecture give a comprehensive picture of the
M2M industrial applications. The microwave sensor, QAS module, and central controller of PickNPack project constitute a miniature system of digital manufacturing, which have demonstrated the concept.

(3) ZMQ messaging mechanism is based on low-level TCP or UDP sockets and is widely supported by various software platforms. Its flexibility, efficiency, and cross-platform capability allow the implementation on various powerful computers and light-weight devices to be relatively convenient.

In the envisaged future M2M enabled IoT era, physical environment will be merged with the digital world and machine needs to interact with each other intelligently. A generic data-oriented architecture with fast, efficient, cost effective, and cross-platform interoperable messaging mechanism is a key technology to accommodate the increasing number of machines, and enable the data transmission and interaction between them. The future work of this investigation will focus on the optimization of ZMQ messaging mechanism to make it more convenient to build connection and more suitable for semantic understanding between machines.
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